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In a recent breakup-reaction experiment using a 12Be beam at 29 MeV=nucleon, the 0þ band head of the
expected 4Heþ 8He molecular rotation was clearly identified at about 10.3 MeV, from which a large
monopole matrix element of 7.0� 1.0 fm2 and a large cluster-decay width were determined for the first
time. These findings support the picture of strong clustering in 12Be, which has been a subject of intense
investigations over the past decade. The results were obtained thanks to a specially arranged detection
system around zero degrees, which is essential in determining the newly emphasized monopole strengths to
signal the cluster formation in a nucleus.
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Nucleon clustering inside a nucleus is an intriguing
phenomenon which has given rise to an alternative view of
the basic structure of a nucleus [1,2] and also generated
significant impact on the formation of elements in the
universe [3]. The coexistence of mean-field dynamics and
clustering dynamics, which are manifested dramatically
and alternatively for limited energy changes, is a unique
feature of a nuclear many-body system [4].
Recently it has been recognized that, compared to usual

α-conjugate nuclei [5], a much larger number of cluster
(molecular) configurations can be formed in an unstable
nucleus, owing to numerous combinations of valence
nucleons with the cluster cores [4]. Studies on such a
new aspect of nuclear clustering have acquired strong
interest in recent years [4,6]. However, although remark-
able progress has been made from the theoretical side
[4,6–8], only a few cluster states have been experimentally
justified, focusing mainly on the stable nuclei [9].
Conclusive identification of a cluster state is challenging,
since it usually requires experimental determination of the
excitation energy (Ex) and spin-parity associated with a
rotational band, the cluster decay width and, more con-
vincingly, the characteristic transition strength [10].
Neutron-excess Be isotopes are obvious good candi-

dates of clustering studies, for the richness of their cluster
structures built on a well-established αþ α rotor of 8Be
[7], and also the availability of necessary beams from the
newly developed radioactive ion beam facilities world
wide. In the case of 12Be, the observation of the N ¼ 8
shell quenching [11] was a signal of α clustering [9]. In a
pioneering work by A. A. Korsheninnikov et al. [12],

hints of cluster decay from an excited state around
10 MeV were found. Soon after, from a breakup reaction
of 12Be at 31.5 MeV=nucleon, Freer et al. reported an
observation of several resonant states, which form rota-
tional bands with very large moments of inertia [13,14], in
accordance with the molecular structure expected theo-
retically [7,15]. However, some of these resonant peaks,
especially those at higher relative energies (Erel), could
not be confirmed in a later experiment using a 12Be beam
at a higher incident energy (50 MeV=nucleon) [16].
The authors of Ref. [16] tentatively attributed this incon-
sistency to the possible larger “background” at higher
collision energies. Indeed, the analysis of the reaction
mechanism in the framework of antisymmetrized molecu-
lar dynamics (AMD) has favored an optimum incident
energy range of 20–30 MeV=nucleon for cluster studies
via the breakup reaction [17]. We notice that a few other
measurements for 12Be excitation and decays were also
reported in the literature [18–20].
From Freer’s experiment, the 4þ, 6þ and 8þ resonant

states in 12Be were identified in the 6Heþ 6He channel,
while similar states for the 4Heþ 8He channel were also
reported with certain ambiguities [13,14]. The nonobser-
vation of the low-lying 0þ and 2þ states in their measure-
ment was owing to the lack of detection around zero
degrees, resulting in very low detection efficiency for
near-threshold states with small relative energies (Erel).
Meanwhile, it has been emphasized in recent studies that
the monopole transition, often related to the near-threshold
low spin states, is a sensitive probe of the cluster formation
in light nuclei [4,21]. So far this probe has rarely been
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applied to unstable nuclei, due to the lack of absolute
measurements for cross sections of the related resonances.
In this Letter, we report on a new breakup-reaction

experiment for 12Be, in which the detection was concen-
trated on the most forward angles. The 0þ resonant state in
the 4Heþ 8He channel was clearly identified, from which
an enhanced monopole strength and a large cluster decay
width were extracted. These findings demonstrate a typical
clustering structure in 12Be.
The experiment was carried out at the Radioactive

Ion Beam Line at the Heavy Ion Research Facility in
Lanzhou (HIRFL-RIBLL) [22]. A layout of the detection
system can be found in our previous publication [23].
A 29 MeV=nucleon 12Be secondary beam with an intensity
of about 3 × 103 particles per second and a purity of
about 70% was produced from a 18O primary beam at
70 MeV=nucleon. Two parallel plate avalanche chambers
(PPACs) with position resolutions of about 1 mm (FWHM)
in both the X and Y directions were employed to track
the beam onto a 100 mg=cm2 carbon target. The charged
fragments were recorded by a downstream zero-degree
telescope consisting of a double-sided silicon strip detector
(DSSD) and a 4 × 4 CsI(Tl) scintillator array. The angular
coverage of the telescope is about 0°–12°. The DSSD has a
thickness of 300 μm and an active area of 64 × 64 mm2

with its front and back faces each divided into 32 strips.
Each CsI(Tl) scintillator unit has a size of 2.5 × 2.5 ×
3.0 cm3 and is backed by a photodiode readout. Energy
calibrations of the telescope were achieved using a 241Am
α-particle source together with beams of 6He and 4He
produced from the 18O primary beam. In the present work
we are interested in events with two fragments recorded in
coincidence. Particle identification (PID) for these multi-
plicity-2 events, composed of mostly 4He, 6He, and 8He
isotopes, is excellent and was illustrated in Refs. [23,24].
It is worth noting that the accompanying reaction mecha-
nisms, such as 12Cð12Be; 8HeÞ16O�, can be neglected
because our kinematics would correspond to the population
and alpha decay of the states in 16Owith excitation energies
over 50 MeV.
The Erel of a pair of fragments is deduced according to

the invariant mass method [25], which has an advantage of
being insensitive to the beam energy. The reconstruction
performance and the possible contaminations were checked
by using the 4Heþ 4He coincident events and the empty
target counting, respectively [26]. Resonant states in 12Be
obtained from the 6Heþ 6He and 4Heþ 8He decay chan-
nels are presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, where
Ex ¼ Erel þ Ethr with Ethr being the decay threshold
energy. For comparison, corresponding spectra obtained
from Freer’s experiment [14] are also plotted in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d), respectively. Monte Carlo simulations were
performed to estimate the resolution of Erel and the
detection efficiency (acceptance) for these 2-XHe events
[24,25]. The simulated detection efficiency curve for the

4Heþ 8He channel is shown in Fig. 1(b), while that for the
6Heþ 6He channel behaves similarly and is not shown
here. We note that the efficiency curve for Freer’s experi-
ment is shifted toward the higher Erel side and covers a
broader Erel range [14].
Since resonances in the 6Heþ 6He channel have been

analyzed in depth [13], they provide a base to verify the
consistency between the present and the previous mea-
surements. In Fig. 1(a), two peaks at 11.7 and 13.3 MeV
are well formed, although the number of counts is quite
limited. The width (FWHM) of each peak (∼1 MeV) is
consistent with the experimental resolution (∼0.8 MeV)
estimated from the simulation [24]. The 13.3 MeV state
agrees well with the 13.2 MeV state reported in Ref. [14],
which was assigned a spin parity of 4þ based on an angular
correlation analysis, and also is consistent with the
13.5 MeV state presented in Ref. [16]. The peak at
11.7 MeV is a new observation of the present experiment,
owing to the high detection efficiency at small Erel.
Following the systematics of the molecular rotational
(MR) band proposed in Ref. [13], a spin parity of 2þ
might be assigned to this new state. Indeed we have
examined the polar angle distributions for the 11.7 and
13.3 MeV peaks in the framework of the distorted-wave
Born approximation (DWBA) [27] and the consistency
with the 2þ and 4þ assignments, respectively, was
indeed found.
Data in the 4Heþ 8He channel [Fig. 1(b)] have higher

statistics and thus allow a comprehensive analysis. In the
spectrum three peaks are seen at about 10.3, 12.1, and
13.6 MeV. The 12.1 MeV peak agrees nicely with that

FIG. 1 (color online). Ex spectra for 12Be, reconstructed from
(a) the 6Heþ 6He and (b) the 4Heþ 8He coincident fragments,
and compared to those reported in Ref. [14], (c) and (d),
respectively. The black-dotted curve in (b) displays the simulated
detection efficiency (peaking at 49%) of the present experiment.
The green arrows indicate the respective cluster decay thresholds.
The vertical black-dotted lines are used to guide the peak
positions.
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observed by Freer et al. [14]. According to theoretical
predictions for the 4Heþ 8He MR band [7,9], the spin
parities of 2þ and 4þ might tentatively be assigned to the
12.1 and 13.6 MeV states, respectively. We have verified
the 4þ assignment using both the angular correlation (refer
to Ref. [13] and also the descriptions below) and DWBA
analyses. A new and remarkably large peak stands around
10.3 MeV in Fig. 1(b). We note that our detection efficiency
around this peak is about 5 times larger than that for Freer’s
experiment, but both become equal at Ex ∼ 13.5 MeV
[14,24]. Thus the scaled spectrum shapes in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(d) [also Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] are consistent with each
other. As a matter of fact, Charity et al., in Ref. [16], have
noticed a “shoulder” around 10.2 MeV for both hydrogen
and carbon targets, which well resembles the large peak
observed here when scaled by the acceptance. There is also
a hint of a wide peak at around 10 MeV in the spectrum
measured by Saito et al. [19], although beneath it is seen
a quite high background. The multipole decomposition
analysis [20] has allowed them to extract the excitation-
energy spectra for various spin-parity components, includ-
ing the one for 0þ with a peak close to 10 MeV (see Fig. 2
of Ref. [20]). As indicated in many studies [28], the direct
(nonresonant) breakup or phase-space distribution is inevi-
table for Ex just above the decay threshold, and thus should
be subtracted from the resonant cross section. Such back-
ground can be simulated by employing the “event-mixing”
technique [29], and its contribution to the present Ex
spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) (blue dot-dashed line).
A function composed of three peaks together with an
“event-mixing” term is used to fit the experimental Ex
spectrum. We adopt a Breit-Wigner (BW) shape for the first
peak around 10.3 MeV in order to evaluate its formation
and decay natures [9]. The BW function is convoluted with
the energy response function and filtered by the acceptance
[24]. Gaussian functions with widths determined from the

detection resolution are used for the other two peaks at
higher energies. The best result obtained from a least-
square fitting is shown by the magenta solid curve in
Fig. 1(b). The extracted (observed) width of the BW
function is Γ ¼ 1.5ð2Þ MeV (the error is statistical only).
We applied the model-independent angular correlation

method, as described in Ref. [13], to examine the spin of
the above 10.3 MeV resonance. For small angle inelastic
scattering leading to a resonant state with an angular
momentum J, which subsequently breaks up into spin-0
fragments, the projected angular correlation spectrum is
proportional to ∣PJðcosðΨÞ∣2, with Ψ being the c.m. angle
relative to the beam direction. Owing to the symmetry
property of the ∣PJðcosðΨÞ∣2 function and the uniform
behavior of the experimental distribution over the whole
range of cosðΨÞ, the analysis is performed against ∣ cosðΨÞ∣
only, in order to have a better statistical presentation
[Fig. 2(a)]. In the calculations the detection efficiency
has been taken into account. The loss of events in the data
distribution and the drop down of the theoretical curves, at
the large-value end of ∣ cosðΨÞ∣, are due to the ineffective-
ness of the coincident measurement for 2-xHe fragments
which enter into the same CsI(Tl) crystal. The estimated
uncertainty in ∣ cosðΨÞ∣ is less than �0.1, over most of the
∣ cosðΨÞ∣ range. In Fig. 2(a), the experimental data are
plotted for spin 0, which are also meaningful for other spins
since the defined correction does not affect the spectrum
shape owing to the small angle detection [13]. As evi-
denced in the figure, the spin-0 component is consistent
with the data, whereas spin 1 and spin 2 (and higher spins
with more oscillations) contradict the experimental distri-
bution [30]. Data in Fig. 2(a) are gated on a Ex range
of 10.0 to 11.4 MeV in order to reduce contamination
from the event-mixing component and higher energy peaks
[Fig. 1(b)]. The same kind of analyses were also performed
for gates at both sides of the 10.3 MeV peak and the results
look the same as in Fig. 2(a), indicating a high purity of the
spin-0 component in this resonance. As mentioned above
such angular correlation analysis was also applied to the
13.6 MeV peak [Fig. 1(b)], and the observed oscillations
coincide well with the 4þ expectation, demonstrating a
high sensitivity of this method and a good resolution
on ∣ cosðΨÞ∣.
The differential cross section as a function of polar angle

(in lab frame) is also built as shown in Fig. 2(b) (filled
circles), in which the sharp increase at small angles again
characterizes a spin-0 state [31]. A DWBA calculation for
inelastic excitation was performed, using optical potentials
proposed in Ref. [32]. The theoretical curve is convoluted
with the simulated angular resolution and scaled by the
angular acceptance [24]. Together with a background term
representing the direct breakup process (blue-dotted curve),
the calculation, assuming a pure 0þ final state, reproduces
well the experimental data (green-solid curve). As pointed
out in Refs. [21,33], persistence of a strong monopole
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Angular correlation distribution as
described in the text (calculations are normalized to the data), for
inelastic scattering of 12Be at 29 MeV=nucleon from a carbon
target, reconstructed from the4Heþ 8He decay channel; (b) differ-
ential cross sections compared with DWBA calculations.
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strength comparable to the typical single-particle strength
(e.g., a matrix element of 3.37 fm2 for the 0p → 1p
transition [33]) for excited states below 20 MeV signals
the formation of cluster structure. This is because, within
a simple single-particle picture, the monopole transition
would cause a 2ℏω (about 35 MeV) jump, and hence the
single-particle monopole strength should vanish for lower-
lying states [21]. Well-established examples of enhanced
monopole strengths associated with cluster formation
include those from the 0þ1 ground state to the 0þ2
(7.65 MeV) state in 12C, and to the 0þ2 (6.05 MeV) and
0þ3 (12.05 MeV) states in 16O [34]. Very recently, Ito et al.
have implemented the generalized two-center model
(GTCM), based on an assumption of preformed molecular
configurations [7]. Extensive calculations were performed
for 12Be, in which four 0þ resonant states were predicted,
lying in an Ex range of 9 to 20 MeV [7]. Amongst them, the
0þ3 state has a dominating 4Heþ 8He cluster structure and
possesses the largest monopole strength [33]. Now from
the differential cross sections [Fig. 2(b)] measured from the
4Heþ 8He decay channel, we are able to extract the
respective part of this strength, which may be regarded
as its lowest limit. A normalization factor of 0.034(10) was
applied to the DWBA calculation to fit the data [Fig. 2(b)].
This factor is multiplied by 2.2 to account for the fraction of
events belonging to the 0þ peak but outside the applied
energy gate (10.0–11.4 MeV). The energy-weighted sum
rule (EWSR) for all monopole transitions in 12Be is
6727.9 fm4MeV, deduced according to 2ℏ2

m AR2
rms [35],

with m the nucleon mass, A ¼ 12 and Rrms ¼
2.59ð6Þ fm [36]. Thus the monopole matrix element is
deduced [21,35] to be 7.0� 1.0 fm2, comparable to the
typical enhanced ones in 12C and 16O as denoted above [34]
and consistent with the cluster part of strength predicted
in Ref. [33]. Additionally a systematic error of about 12%
should be considered for this matrix element, taking into
account the uncertainties in the DWBA and EWSR calcu-
lations, the energy and spatial resolutions of the detection
system, and the shapes of the 0þ peak and event-mixing
components in Fig. 1(b).
The energy-spin systematics of the 4Heþ 8He and

6Heþ 6He rotational bands are plotted in Fig. 3 (right
panel). The GTCM calculations reproduce well the exper-
imental data for the 4Heþ 8He channel. The GTCM
approach, which is formulated on a basis of molecular
structure, also provides a consistent calculation of the
resonant cross section (the left panel in Fig. 3)[9], in which
the 4Heþ 8He band head has a width as large as the total
width [Γ ¼ 1.5ð2Þ MeV] determined from the present
experiment. The AMD approach also suggested a particu-
larly large width for a cluster band head just above
the threshold [37]. However, the determination of the
cluster partial width needs further quantitative evaluation.
According to the energy thresholds and phase spaces of
all decay channels of 12Be [26], the 10.3 MeV state decays

predominantly either to the binary helium clusters
(4Heþ 8He and 6Heþ 6He) with a partial width ΓHe, or
to the 10–12Be isotopes via neutron or γ (eþe− pair)
emissions with a partial width ΓBe, possessing Γ ¼ ΓHe þ
ΓBe [9,38]. In Ref. [12], Kosheninnilov et al. have reported
an excited state at about 10 MeV in 12Be, which decays to
10–12Be isotopes with Γ=ΓBe ¼ 3.6� 1.6. Such a state was
populated from a general inelastic excitation process.
Since, in the c.m. frame, the dominance of a monopole-
excitation cross section at small angles should averagely
persist at larger angles (see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Ref. [39]), the
resonances (or “shoulders”) around 10 MeV reported in
Refs. [12,14,16] and from our present work, do match with
each other. Thus it is reasonable to infer that the cluster
branching ratio ΓHe=Γ ¼ 1 − ΓBe=Γ ¼ 0.72ð12Þ and the
cluster partial width ΓHe ¼ 1.1ð2Þ MeV for the presently
observed 10.3 MeV state. In addition, since within the Ex
range of this 0þ state, the number of the observed 6Heþ
6He events is negligible compared to the 4Heþ 8He events
[see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], even correcting for the respective
efficiency curves, ΓHe here is indeed dominated by the
4Heþ 8He configuration. Using ΓHe, we can further obtain
a reduced decay width γ2He ¼ 0.50ð9Þ MeV and a dimen-
sionless reduced width θ2He ¼ 0.53ð10Þ, based on a stan-
dard R-matrix analysis [38] in which a channel radius
R ¼ 1.4 × ð81=3 þ 41=3Þ ¼ 5.0 fm is adopted [37]. The
large ΓHe=Γ and θ2He demonstrate a high level of clustering
in the 10.3 MeV (0þ) state in 12Be [38].
In summary, a new breakup-reaction experiment for 12Be

at 29 MeV=nucleon was carried out. For the first time a
remarkably large peak around 10.3 MeV with a spin
parity of 0þ is identified in 12Be, leading to an enhanced
monopole matrix element of 7.0� 1.0 fm2 in the 4Heþ
8He decay channel. This resonant state possesses a large
cluster-decay branching ratio, corresponding to a large

FIG. 3 (color online). Energy-spin systematics for resonant
states in 12Be (right panel). E4–8 (reference energy of the vertical
axis) is the separation energy of the 4Heþ 8He channel. The
black short-dashed line at the bottom indicates the decay thresh-
old for the 6Heþ 6He channel. The curves in the left panel are the
partial reaction cross sections for the 0þ strength.
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dimensionless reduced width of 0.53(10). These results
reveal a typical clustering structure in 12Be, in agreement
with the GTCM prediction. Other resonances observed in
both 4Heþ 8He and 6Heþ 6He decay channels are com-
plementary to the previously suggested MR bands. The
application of a zero degree telescope was essential in our
experiment which focused on the detection of the near-
threshold resonances. It would be desirable to further apply
this technique to investigate the strong monopole transition
related to cluster formation in unstable nuclei.
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